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Flying High In Spirit: A Young Snowboarder's 
Account of His Ride Through Heaven 

I have read a lot of books about death, dying, and the afterlife and I have 
found many similarities concerning what it is like on the Otherside, and yet 
every story is unique! This book, Flying High in Spirit: A Young  
Snowboarder's Account of His Ride Through Heaven, is one heckofa ride! 
One of the fun discoveries revealed in this book is that Mikey discovered 
areas of heaven where he can still go snowboarding, or participate in other 
sports involving other young people. Very interesting!

I was inspired to read the book after participating in a recent YouTube 
Podcast  when Mikey’s mother, Carol Morgan was the featured guest. Her 
story is unique in that she was a ‘died in the wool’ Catholic and after Mikey 
had crossed over she started receiving signs, signals and dreams letting her 
know that her son was indeed alive and trying to get her attention. However, 
due to her strict Catholic beliefs she was reluctant to try to establish a 
communication link with Mikey so she sought advice from an elderly cousin 
who was a Catholic nun. She felt this type of communication was forbidden, 
however the nun just laughed and said something to the effect of, “This is a  
wonderful opportunity, just go for it!”

This particular book is unique in that it involves a sweet young man from Kansas whose life is cut short due to a 
freak accident. Mikey tells his mother that his death at such a young age was part of his life plan and hers as 
well! Later he states that he resides mostly on the 6th Plane, which is very high, so from that we understand that 
he is a very evolved soul! And he says that he does not have plans to reincarnate on Earth anymore.

The communication method that developed for Mikey's mother to bring through 
messages from Mikey centered around the use of a pendulum which was held over a 
special board with letters and numbers on it, very similar to a Ouija board. She did 
not trust her intuition well enough to write down what she was hearing so she took it  
a letter at a time to spell out the words.

One reviewer said, “If taken as what it is, a work of pure nonfiction, this could be 
one of the most important books ever published!” Yes, it is written in very simple 
English and Yes, sometimes the messages may seem redundant, however, look at 
what happened with A Course In Miracles, which is much too detailed, difficult to 
decipher and a tedious read as well! Better suited to intellectuals! Flying High in 
Spirit was obviously written by an elevated being who wanted us to understand the 
simple most important message of all - when True Love is freely given and received, 
anything is possible. You've given us a ‘how to guide for life’. The message that keeps coming through this 
book as well as most other high level channeled books is that Love is the key to salvation. In fact, in this book 
Mikey states that we are not going to be saved just by believing in Jesus, but in living out his message which is 
"Do unto others as you would have them do unto you."

Of interest is Mikey’s description of the various levels of the Afterlife starting with the lower astral levels where 
you might find people who are suffering for self-recrimination, to the middle levels where most people who are 
of average evolution would find themselves after passing over, up to the 6th and 7th levels which are the highest 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ra66R29bWE
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realms. We find that Mikey is a resident of the sixth level, which is very high. He does discuss the seventh level  
and says he has a sense of it but is not allowed to reside there because he is not evolved enough. And that's true 
for most of us at this stage of the game but that is the goal; to evolve our Consciousness in Love to be able to 
reside on the 7th level with God. And that's where the Archangels and some saints reside as well. 

In the introduction, Mikey states, "I am thrilled to have reconnected with my mom so she and I could write this  
book. My dream is to give hope and peace and a better life to everyone on earth. I want you to know that we are  
not far away when we transition back to heaven. Our loving connections never end! Communication is possible  
between dimensions. Death on earth is only a temporary physical separation. We hear you, see you, and guide  
you along the journey of life on earth. We still care about you and love you very much! You will see us and be  
reunited with us. And a hug in heaven is a hundred times better that a hug on earth. I promise you that! Love is  
the key to everything."

This book has a real depth and yet it is light and fun to read and so interesting. You may find that you cannot 
put it down. Find it on Amazon HERE. 
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